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BREAKING NEWS

HOMECOMING MAGAZINE

UDLE'S FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR IDENTIFIED

HOWARD HOMECOMING!

THE INSTRUCTOR WHO WAS KILLED IN A PLANE CRASH
WEDNESDAY WITH NY YANKEE CORY LIDLE WAS IDENTIFIED AS
TYLER STANGER, ACCORDING TO CNN.COM.

FIND OUT WHAT MAKES HOMECOMING AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY SO SPECIALAND UNIQUE.
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Fashion ShQw Combines 'Chic' with Shakespeare
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Hilltop Staff Wnter

With over ten designers,
six scenes from various parts
of the world, live dancers, a
live band, 32 gorgeous models
-including two children- and
one guest appearance, the
audience of Cramton auditorium got more than just outfits
on a runway. They witnessed a
true show.
The 2006 Homecoming
Fashion Show, "Twisted: A
r Midsumn1er Night's Dream,"
showcased fashion from different parts of the globe.
"It was very different than
anything else I've ever seen
before," said Zakina Allen,
a junior in high school on a
college tour from Berkeley
Institute in Bermuda. Allen's
chaperone is a Howard alum
who thought it a good idea
to bring the students during
Homecoming season.
"I wanted to come here
before and this made me want
to come even more," Allen
said.
The six scenes started
with "In a Garden" and ended

with "In the Trap,"
an urban setting. In
between, models traveled to Japan in "In
Harajuku,"
jammed
out in "At a Rock Show"
with a live band, and
marched the runway
armed with lollipops
and licorice leashes for
"In Candyland."
For"In Bollywood,"
the models were introduced with a cultural
twist.
"The Indian dancing was hot," said Cliff
Ballard,
freshman
business management
major.
The
Rythmay
School of Dance. honored the audience
with traditional Indian
-~
The 2006 Homecoming Fashion Show: 'A Midsummer Nlghfs Dream' featured 32 models depicting
dancing.
"Every other fash- scenes from places like Candyland, Atlanta, India, and Japan. It also featured celebrity appearances.
ion show is just about
different style and
the variety the show offered.
"My styles are a mixture way, there was Naima Ramosstuff, this one was more cul- Aghogho
Sowho,
asenior between African culture and Chapman, a Howard student.
tural," Ballard said, sighting chemistry major, contributed mainstream vintage," she
"A lot of the models I
the dance and various clothing handmade Afro-centric tees said.
knew, so it was fun to see them
styles demonstrated through- while Yolanda Sanders, junior
Instead of Naima Mora wearing my clothes," Sanders
out the night.
audio production major, was from CW's America's Next said.
Designers contributed to inspired by "vanity."
Top Model working the runThe show creators spent

""""-

much of their time preparing
for the show this semester.
Sowho started designing in
the summer and finished some
of her styles on Wednesday.
Brett Williams, model and
junior film production major
said tJ1at they started practice
for the show in the third week
•
of August.
''Hectic is the perfect way
to describe it," he said.
However, everything was
held togetJ1er by the show's
coordinator, Yasmine Parrish,
junior fashion merchandising
major.
"Yasmine made it very
smooth. I liked her insight for
what she had for the show,"
Sowho said.
Parrish
managed
to
arrange a guest appearance
by Universal Motown's artist
Currency.
"l was laughing when
people realized it was me who
was up there," the artist who is
performing at Yardfest today
said.
Judging from the fun I had
here, I'm ready to go do that. It
should be fun," he said.

Investing Gaining Popularity Derick Bowers Set.to
'Blaze' the Hip Hop Scene
Among College Students
BY DENISE HORN

ing in finance and international
business also believes in invest•
Mutual funds, stock quotes, ing for one's long term future.
brokers, portfolios and divi"Investment education is
dends are rarely discussed critical for our future," Callender
within tJ1e general population of said. With hopes of becomAfrican-Alncrican communities. ing a future Fortune 500 CEO,
However, some District college Callender participates in the
students are seeking to make a Georgetown Student Investment
positive change.
Fund (GUSIF).
"I got tired of wasting money
GUSIF sponsors educational
and not getting any money back," seminars and finance tutorials to
said sophon1ore finance major educate undergraduate students
Jason Coles. Coles, a New Jersey about the benefits of investnative with a real estate license, ing. Some trips include visits to
began investing in stocks and the New York Stock Exchange.
certificates of deposit at the Student members of GUSIF are
beginning of his freshman year. of various acadetnic disciplines
Through higher education as and are offered the opportunity
well as self-education, he is dili- to learn about investing in difgently taking steps toward build- ferent industries such as healthing Jong-term financial security. care, technology and telecomTo build "black wealth," Coles munications.
believes it is essential to invest.
Founded in 1997, GUSIF's
"More black people will be initial investment was from the
quick to buy a pair of Jordan's University in the amount of
but won't buy something to help $100,000. Its second investthem out in the long-run," Coles ment came from Georgetown
said.
University Alumni Association.
Colleges across tl1e nation With its two clients, GUSIF
such as Georgetown University now manages a fund exceeding
are also fostering black student $250,000.
investors such as Jodi Callender.
AnotJ1er student organizaCallender who is double major- tion at Georgetown is Georgetown
Conttibuting Wnter

Collegiate Investors. This organization encourages investing in
promising sectors of the economy. With a required minimum
of S250, students can invest
from personal accounts. With an
annual return of approximately
11 percent to 12 percent students
are awarded upon graduation.
While some students like
Coles and Callender arc making personal advances towardfinancial gain, knowledge is often
shared with novice investors who
may think investing can be intimidating or may not know where,
how or why to begin. Most college students are unaware tJ1at as
little as $too can be invested in
mutual funds, stocks and bonds.
To encourage more students across campuses to invest,
Coles and Callendar suggest students create investment clubs.
Investment clubs allow students
to learn of different investment
options with input from other
members.
In addition to investment
clubs, wealth educating web
sites such as www.youngmoney.
com and www.betterinvesting.org recommend students
begin investing as early as possible. Organizations such as the
National Association of Investors
Corporation help people create
investment clubs with as few as
20 people.
As Coles educated himself
about various investment options
from the Wall Street Journal
and various books, he plans to
learn more about investing in
classes at Howard University
such as Investment Banking
and Principles of Investment. In
the future, Coles plans to create
investment seminars for incoming freshman and pursue real
estate.
He said, "Investing is not a
waste of money, but a long-term
reward."

Photo Counrsy of et1<~.td.c'oni

Students have turned to campus organizations, financial websites and seminars for more Information about Investing.

BY JOSHUA THOMAS
Deputy Managing Editor

For the second consecutive
year,
Derick
"Blaze" Bowers will open
Yardfest along with Heavy
Syndication
label-mate,
Broadway ~1µIer.
Blaze, a senior audio
production major, will split
the opening set and perform two original songs,
"Swag" and "Get It Up (HU
Anthem)," produced by
The Politician. The track
utilizes a sample that is
very familiar to Howard
students, "Get It Up" by the
HU Showtime Marching
Band. The easily recognizable "get it up" chant sets
a high energy tempo for
the song that should hold
special meaning to current
students and alumni alike.
His drive was fueled
when he arrived at The
Mecca to find that it was an
untapped market, in terms
of hip-hop. It seemed that
opportunity was knocking.
"You know there's
something you're supposed to be doing when
it is always in your face.
That's how it was all the
time."
In his freshman year,
Blaze hit the stage for the
Apollo-style Homecoming
talent show, but not to the
positive reception he may
receive today.
"I got on stage, said
two words and they booed
me right off," Blaze said.
He took that setback
as motivation and set a
goal for the future. "I'm
gonna do Yardfest before
I leave."
He achieved that goal
when he opened Yardfest
2005 and will surpass
it again when he repeats
as the opening act today

Derick " Blaze" Bowers wlll perform at
Yardfest this year for a second time.
thanks to his contacts from
last year.
It took more than just
networking tJ1ough. Blaze
has been putting in work
since his high school days
to get to this level in the
game.
"I've been doing [rap]
since the seventh grade,
around when Biggie died,"
he said.
Being a Brooklyi1, New
York native, the stage was
set for him to follow the
path the slain rap legend
left behind. However, h e
felt that he was too young
to really be influenced by
Biggie until he studied the
great artist after his death.
Yet Blaze did look up to
another BK native as one of
his major influences.
"The one who most
influenced my style was
probably Hov," Blaze said
about Jay-Z. "He gave
people a personal image
of himself. He came up as
an underdog, you know?
Russell Simmons didn't
even return his calls and
now he's the CEO of Def
Jam."
As luck would have it,
Blaze would end up on a

Tapemasters Inc. mixtape
with Jay. Blaze has also
been featured on other
mixtapes such as The Ink
Files and D.ThID Hits List.
With so many artists out there today trying
to nlake it big in hip hop
everyone needs son1ething
to set them apart.
"A lot of people are
doing the san1e thing so I
always have to put my two
cents in," Blaze said. "As
styles change you have to
evolve with it."
He also sets himself
apart with his dedication.
''It's an addiction. If I go
get a job it's still gonna be
in my veins. I don't want to
be cliche and say hip hop is
bigger than music, but it is.
I want to be able to make
people feel how I felt listening to Biggie, Nas, Tupac. ..
all the greats," he said.
Aside from watching him perform today at
Yardfest, Blaze can also be
heard on his album tentatively due late spring or
early summer. Broadway
Miller,
Blaze's
Heavy
Syndication label mate, is
also releasing "Gets It All
Day" soon.
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Dana Morgan - Classical Pianist
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BY APRIL DEBOSE
Contributing Writer

The great music composer Sergei
Rachmaninoff once said, "I believe that music
is enough for a lifetime, but a lifetime is not
enough for music."
The quote guides the life of the self-proclaimed concert pianist 'diva' and Howard
alumnae Dana Kristina-Joi Morgan.
Morgan graduated from Howard in 2005
with a Master's Degree in music and hopes of
continuing Howard's legacy and paving the way
for other African American classical pianists.
"I want to show that Howard can produce
black classical pianists just as well as Julliard or
any other institution that specializes in music,"
Morgan said. ·
Although she had already been featured in
a book called As I Ain and had performed at the
Apollo Theater twice before coming to Howard,
she believes that Howard has definitely better
prepared her and made her a stronger, more
well-rounded person.
"Howard molded me and took 1ne to the
next level, and I feel like I couldn't have gotten
that anywhere else,'' ~1organ said.
Music professor Dr. Raymond Jackson
could not resist recruiting Morgan for Howard
when he saw her performance at a piano competition at Southern University in 1997.
"[Morgan] had great pianist ability, lots of
flair, strong music ability and is a compelling
performer," Jackson said.
Jackson felt that Howard could offer

13, 2006

?•

Morgan just what she needed to become a
leading young pianist in many different areas.
"Howard offered her an excellent teacher and
faculty. What we have to offer far exceeds many
schools not only in piano but in everything,"
Jackson said.
Morgan remembers her days at Howard
and said, "It was a painful pleasure. I laughed
and I cried, it was hard, but I wouldn't take it
back for anything."
The pianist says that s he has grown and •
learned so much just from her struggles and
upsets over situations in the Administration
Building.
Reverend Joseph Smith. who is also a
Howard alunnus, has been friends with Morgan
since their days at Howard. He also remembers
her struggles and says Lhat they helped her to be
a better person.
"Now she knows the impo1tance of paying
dues and knows that we stand on the shoulders
of many greats that came before us and she
stays co1n1nitted and remains grounded," Smith
-,
PhoCo (~OUl1h) or l)o•n~1 Krhliua•JOI \1<>11:.·'"
said.
Smith went on to describe l\.Iorgan as the Morgan (left) has gained the acceptance of many music greats including Quincy Jones.
"epitome of a lady."
Since attending Howard, l\.1organ has the most exciting and multitalented African- spends her free time practicing her craft, taking
appeared on the Bobby Jones Gospel Celebration American pianist of her generation, and with classes to learn the Italian language and belly
eight times, performed a musical tribute to continued development and exposure, she has dancin~
,
You can learn more about Morgan on her
Quincy Jones at the Hilton in Washington, D.C., the potential to be one of the most compelling
website w\vw.DanaJoi.com. You can also find
and graced the cover of Purpose Magazine. She young pianists to play in any musical genre.
In the future, Morgan plans to continue her on Facebook and IY1ySpace, which she conwill be performing at the Trun1pet Awards at
to perform. She also wants to offer affordable siders to be her "private pleasures."
the Bellagio in Las Vegas in January.
According to Jackson, lvlorgan is already piano lessons for others. But for now, Morgan

Sister Stars Shining Beyond the School of Communications
BY AN YA L. ALEXANDER
Hilltop Staff Writer

'IM :Howara'lJniver.r£ty
.Jolin :K..Jo/inson
SclioofofCommlllticationspresent:s. ..

The best kept secret in
the John H. Johnson School
of Communications (SOC)
has started to let its light
shine above and beyond the
freshman girls in the SOC,
and nO\\ extends an invitation to eve1)' young lady on
Howard's campus.
On the first .Monday of
every ntonth, Sister Stars
gather to talk about school,
life and personal issues.
Over Lhe past few months,
the Sister Stars program has
proven to be a success and
a life-changing experience in
helping freshman girls transition into college life.
Bernadette
\\'illiams,
senior ac~dem.ic advisor
in the SOC is the creator of
this program. Going into its
second year in existence,
Williams finds that this is a
good way for girls lo empower and uplift one another.
Williams wants to spread
the message that meetings

Sister Stars

llhoto ('c:..W'lt'\' of th«- Sthinont

rl C6mmunkittloo<i

Sister Stars, a support group for glr1a, Is now extending
membership beyond the School of Communications.
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are extre1nely powerful and
confidential. The group was
modeled after a similar program called ..Man Up" that
reaches out to males directed
by David Woods, associate
dean in the SOC.
Freshn1an public relations major Sharon Taylor
came to Howard departing in
a diffc rent direction to college
than her twin sister. Leaving
her twin sister was hard and
being forced to adjust to llving with someone new was a
bit of a challenge too. Sister
Stars has been a positive outlet for girls like Taylor who
ha\'e had difficult times transitioning into college life.
"Sister Stars builds up
your confidence and makes a
girl feel proud," Taylor said.
It helps girls get through
difficult times by addressing
topics that people can relate
to ... It is interesting because
[there's] always a new chapter, a new conversation that
keeps you excited because
you never know who is going

to be the guest speaker,"
Taylor said.
One of Taylor's favorites
is Dr. Debyii Thomas, professor of Comnnmications
and Culhtre, who delivered
a speech about self esteem
and motivation. Taylor was
impressed and said that this
\HlS a wonderful way to make
friends and to know that you
are not alone.
"It is a safe ha\'en for
students," said Micki l\1cKae.
student coordinator and
facilitator of Sister Stars.
"Whatever is discussed in
Sister Stars stays in Sister
Stars:· she said.
~lcKae said that assisting "ith this program has
positively affi.'clcd her life. "It
has shown me that you have
to giYe Lo others and sacrifice for others for the greater
good of the community."
As a senior graduating in
May, McKac feels that this
program is a wonderful contribution to the University.
On average, close to 80 slu-

dents participate in the progran1.
Forn1er 1\-liss Howard
Universit} and senior print
journalism major Sha)11a
Rudd got an opportunity to
be the keynote speaker at tht>
'Restoration' program two
weeks ago. Rudd belie\es
that tJ1is is a great mentoring program and she i:-. in the
process of bccmning a comn1ittee 1nember.
"It's bigger than what
they expected it to be:· Rudd
said. •Vrhis is turning out to
be a great work of God."
EmpO\\Cred
b)
the
monthly mt't'tings, some
members meet independently
to reach out and t.1lk lo ~11th
other bcytmd the rl·gularly
scheduled meetings.
..I an1 so thankful for
the vision of r-ts. V\'illians
because thi:; program \\1ls
much needed." :\kKac .s,1id
"The clas:; of 2010 and
beyond will be an amazing
class because of her."
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FREE giveaways
FREE Foundation Fittings
Internship information to
jumpstart your career

• Join ESSENCE CARES!
Take a stand and make a
difference in your community
senior sponsor:

junior sponsors:

WAL*MART

CLINIQUE

Visit essence.com Por Pull tour schedule and details.
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MAYO CLINIC

Nursing Graduates
Paid Interview expenses
Generous relbcation package

-W-ork.shop

Benefits start first day
Tuition assistance
Competitive salaries
Continuing Education
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Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester, Minnesota invites new
graduates to embark on an adventure and discover
unparalleled opportunities for career mobility and growth.
Our hospitals are world-renowned acute care teaching
facilities where quality nursing is our tradition and
mission.
For the new graduate we offer clinica1 and classroombased orientation to roster professional and personal
growth and development. A primary preceptor is assigned
to ensure a successful transition from student to
professional.
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To apply or team more about rursing opportur ties
for new graduates at Mayo Clinic, please visit
www.mayociinlc.org/jobs·nurslng-rst.

lf yo u want t<"> b e a better writer. f"c-,r Th e I f illr<.>p or anyone else.
11 y<.">u"re interest e d in becoming a stair· writer, you must attend.

Phone· 800-562-7984
E·mall: nurslng.hr.stafflng@mayo.edu
Ma~ Clinic 1s an at~rmauve action and
eQual opportunity educator and emplo~er.

CONSIDER NURSING
CHOOSE COLUMBIA

•

Columbia University School o f Nursing is internationally kno\vn and clinically
unrivaled. Never has a career in nursing been so promising as advanced prac
tice nurses are in great de1nand. All progran1s cover areas essential for career
minded nursing professionals. A graduate degree from Columbia University will
ensure employment that offers true value and oppo1tunity. Consider nursing and
choose our Entry to Practice Program.

Information Sessions
Entry To Practice Progrant

Above the

for non-nurse college graouates

Waist

Frida)
November 3. 2006

Friday
October 20. 2006

Friday
December I5. 2006

•Clean Sterile Environment•
•Choose from Hundreds of Designs or Bring Your Own•
•Female Piercer and Tattoo Artist on Staff•

Meet the faculty and discuss the curriculun1. Ad1niss1ons staff \Vill highlight the
program requirements. acaden1ic c:;chcdule and financial aid arrange111ents. Join
us at 9:45am on one of the dates listed above.

Located in Adam's Morgan

GAIN A PROFESSIONAL EDGE IN
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSING!

2441 lBTH ST. NW WASHINGTON, DC 20009

MS Specialties include:
• Acute Care

• Neonatal lntcnsi\ e Care

•Women's Health

• Adult

• Oncology

• Nurse Anesthesia

• Famil)

•Pediatric

•.Nur~e

• Geriatric

•

For more information visit our "cbsitc:
www.nursing.bs.colun1bia.edu

www.tattooparadisedc.com
10% OFF ANY TAnoo $1 00 OR MORE WITH vALID
HOWARD UNIVERSITY l.D. AND AD.* THE AD MUST
BE PRESENT TO RECEIVE DISCOUNT.*
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Menml Health Care

RSVP:
nursing@columbia.edu

Colu1nhia University School of Nursing
. 630 \Vest J68th Street Box 6
Ne\\' York, NY I 0032
I -800-899-8895
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CDC Recommends Routine HIV/AIDs Testing
'

BY CLAUDIA HARRINGTON
Contributing Writer

Patients between the ages of
13 to 64 might begin to experience
an additional service during routine visits to the doctor. In addition to having a regular check-up
that involves taking a patient's
blood pressure and checking body
temperature, a doctor's visit might
include having blood tested for HIV
as well.
On Sept. 21, 2006, the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) released the
revised recommendations for HIV
testing in health care settings. The
CDC are aiming to make HIV testing a routine part of medical care.
"We simply must improve early
diagnosis," said CDC Director Julie
Gerberding.
According to the CDC, an estimated one-fourth of the approximately 1 million people in the U.S.
who are living with HIV are unaware
of being infected. Approximately
250,000 people could be unknow-

Institute of Medicine recommended
adopting a national policy of universal testing for pregnant women. This
J
policy contributed to a dramatic 95
percent decline in mother-to-child
acquired AIDS cases.
The CDC is hoping that the new
recommendations will do the same
for other people at risk, including
drug users, gay men and people who
hve in areas where HIV is very common.
Many Americans believe routine
testing can benefit curious patients
as well. "A lot of people are scared
to get tested because of the fear that
they might have it," said sophomore
premed major April Harvey. "Asking
for it may seem as if they are promiscuous and making it mandatory
Filt' Photo
leaves that option out."
The U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention Is recomThe CDC hopes that routine
mending routine HIV testing in order to reduce the HIV rate.
HIV testing may reduce the stigma
ingly spreading HIV to chosen sex- transmitting HIV infection to oth- associated with it. The belief is that
ual partners.
ers," said Dr. Timothy Mastro, act- if every patient gets offered an HIV
"By identifying people earlier ing director of the CDC's division of test at some point in his or her life,
through a screening program, we'll HIV/AIDS prevention.
it should take the embarrassment,
allow them to access life-extending
· The CDC's revision came about controversy and judgment out of
therapy and also through preven- during a lengthy and planned pro- the test and make it a normal part
tion services, learn how to avoid cess that began in 1999 when the of taking care of one's body.

Although this new system
of testing can turn out to be very
effective, some doubt if it will ever
go into practice. The CDC is only
encouraging health care providers
to do routine testing and its' recommendations are not legally binding.
Some physicians believe that routine
HIV testing will be challenging to
put into practice. Such procedures
will require more money and time
for testing, counseling and revising
consent procedures. Doctors may
choose to still leave the choice of
testing in the patients' hand. Even if
doctors do decide to execute routine
testing, patients still have the option
of "opting out" of the procedure.
Although costs for implementing this plan is not clear, studies
have shown that HIV testing is as
cost-effective as test for high blood
pressure and colon cancer. Experts
say an HIV test can cost anywhere
between $2.50 and $8. New and
qui~er tests can cost up to $15
and, if the test is positive, confirmatory test can cost $50 or more.
Treatment for HIV can cost over
$10,000 a year.

HOWARD
UNIVERSITY

Howard University
School Of Education
Announces the opening of competition
for the

The debate of allowing dual citizenship for naturalized Liberian Immigrants Is currently active, as Liberia's new president Ellen Slrleaf looks to reform the country.

.

Inside Liberia: President Sirleaf's
Begins Plans to Reform the Country
BY CHLOE LOUVOUEZO
Contributing Writer

This is the second part
of Wednesday's profile of
Liberia. This partfocuses on
the newest projects spearheaded by the country's
first f emale president, Ellen
Sirleaf
President Ellen Sirleaf
has nlany projects in the
works to create proper living conditions for Liberians
and necessary basics to help
develop the country.
The government and
the people's goals must
be accomplished quickly
because the expectations
for the Liberian government
from its people are high and
the needs are urgent.
Sirleaf plans to create
e1nergency public works program, rehabilitate the core
of an electricity grid to highpriority areas throughout
the country, restructure the
army and revive education
facilities. Implementation of
these plans could encourage
more Liberian refugees to
return home. Since Liberia
is counting on the support
fro1n the United Nations
and the broad international
community, Liberia must
see that justice is done in
accordance with the requirements.
"We will strive to be
America's success story in
Africa," said Sirleaf in a previous October report.
The history of Liberia is
extremely rich. Its people,
the diversity and origins,
set Liberia aside as unique
an1ong other African countries. The country, originally
in the region of Sierra Leone,
has a history that connects
freed African Americans

back to the continent of
Africa.
As a result of the hardship and inequality that
freed and enslaved Africans
endured after the struggle
for liberty in the American
Revolution, many Africans
called for the return to the
land of their ancestors.
In 1815, Paul Cuffee, an
African American, planned
a successful voyage to Sierra
Leone with a small group of
African immigrants to help
them establish themselves
and settle down.
Cuffee believed that
returning to Africa would
allow Westernized blacks to
develop its resources and use
the skills gained during captivity to educate its people.
This venture encouraged
white participants of colonization to form the American
Colonization Society (ACS)
in 1817, an organization to
send free Africans who volunteered to immigrate back
to Africa.
For the next 30 years,
Africans formed colonization
societies
which
were governed by the ACS
through
representatives.
Upon arrive, some African
immigrants were aggressive
in attempts to control the
region. Local leaders were
unwilling to surrender the
land to the new arrivers, but
were forcefully persuaded
and even threatened at gun
point.
Some African settlers
forced the society's representatives to flee the country. This invasion of land
disturbed a number of
tribes and village communities from Sierra Leone and
surrounding West African
regions and caused relocation of these tribes.

As a result, Liberia consists of Africans from all
over Sierra Leone and neighboring West African regions
such as Mali, Sierra Leone,
Guinea and Cote D'Ivoire.
There has been a debate
about
dual
citizenship
between Liberia and the
United States, highlighting
the advantages of providing
the opportunity for dual citizenship to Liberian citizens.
Lawmakers in Liberia
have not decided to take
advantage of the many constructive benefits dual citizenship would offer its citizens.
According
to
the
Embassy of Liberia in
Washington, D.C. and the
Liberian government, all
Liberians living in the U.S.
who have become citizens
are required a Liberian visa
in order to travel back to
Liberia.
Opponents of the dual
citizenship debate have
drawn attention to the
Oath of Allegiance of the
United States. There is a
false perception among
some Liberians that when
a Liberian beco1nes a naturalized U.S. citizen, the
Liberian loses his Liberian
citizenship.
However,
naturalized
U.S. citizens are not legally
obligated to give up citizenship of the native country. The oath doesn't force
renunciation of original
citizenship but only reminds
citizens of the allegiance and
fidelity sworn to the United
States.

Helen Matthews Rand
Educational Scholarship
Encouraging the best and the brightest to become
Teachers in urban areas
$15,000 SCHOLARSHI~ PER YEAR
FOR TWO YEARS AND A
LAPTOP COMPUTER
•

Required:

) Minimum GPA of 3.5 on a4.0 scale
) Two year commitment to teach in
an urban environment
Deadline:

) Applications must be received in the
Office of the Dean by February 101h, 2006.
Contact:

,,
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Dr. Marilyn Irving
Associate Dean
School of Education
2441 4th St, NW
Washington DC, 20059
(202) 806-7340
mirving@howard.edu
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Different people want different things, and at Microsoft you have a
lot to choose from. With a variety of different paths available, and
hundreds of different products to work on, your career can go any
direction you choose.
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Meet Sonja Sims on Monday, Oct. 16th at 6:00 PM
Business Interview Prep Presentation
Gallery Lounge
Meet Marc Johnson on Tuesday, Oct. 17th at 6:00 PM
Teet nical Interview Prw Presentation
Reading Lounge

Microsoft~

Free food! Bring your resume to win a cool prize!

microsoft.com/ college
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Fea-tures Original Comedy Skf-ts from
Howard S-tuden1-slll
CALL US: (202) 865-8698 CHECK US OUT: www. myspace . com/whbc83 0
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d«» y«»u want t«> b
pers.:.nally featured in a publlcati<»n
at He>ward University that

lasts 'forever'f
t

IF SO, SENIOR ADS ARE ON SALE RIGHT NOW
IN THE BISON YEARBOOKOFFICE UNTIL
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2006

Advertisement Rates
Advertlsenient· Size Content Size

1 Photo Max. - 2 l ines of text ... *

Cost

100.00

*One Line= Approx. 60 Spaces
**One Line= Approx. 30 Spaces

THERE IS ONLY A LIMITED AMOUNT OF
SPACE AVAILABLE FOR ALL ADS, S O
DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE ! ! !!!!
The B i son Yearbook office is located on the Ground Lev e l
of the Blackburn University C enter it~ Roon~ G - 06.
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Volleyball Team Heads to Round-Up
BYJULIANNEHANCKEL
Hilltop Staff Wntor

On Tuesday of this
week, the Bison were shut
down 3-2 after a five game
match against University
of Maryland Eastern Shore
(UMES), a game that
Howard was unable to
hang on to down into the
stretch.
Howard's
cumulative record this season is
4-13, with previous losses
to Morgan State and St.
Francis Universities.
Prior to these matches,
the Lady Bison defeated
the Delaware State Lady
Hornets on Oct. 7.

~~~~~~~~~~

This weekend, the Lady
Bison volleyball team travels to Orangeburg, South
Carolina to participate in
the annual Middle Eastern
Athletic
Conference
(MEAC) Round-Up.
Howard,
North
Carolina
A&T,
South
Carolina State, Florida
A&M, Norfolk State and
Bethune-Cookman College
are the teams that \\ill be
competing in this year's
Round-Up tournament.

lhe Aggies with 18 kills, u
digs and four assists in last
Tuesday's game against
East Tennessee State
According to l\.IEAC
Sporls, North CarolinaA&T
is ranked fifth in the MEAC
conference standings. This
position places them right
in front of Howard, and
behind UMES.
For the first time
in school history, South
Carolina State University
wilJ host the Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Conference
Volleyball Round-Up.
South Carolina State
is ranked third in
the MEAC conference and is
only three games
behind Morgan
State University,
who is in first
place.
The Florida
A&f>.l
Lady
Rattlers extended their winning
streak to five
games Saturday
afternoon, pulling off a sweep of

Howard Coach Orlando
Larracuente believes that
the strongest key to MEAC
competition play is to
upla} a calm game, . and to
"remain focused."
It has been a challenge
for the Lady Bisoo to overcome their eagerness to
win, and they must be able
to settle down and compete
with composure, according
to coach Larracuenle.
The North Carolina
A&T Aggies have a current
record of 6-6. with reignmg
MEAC Player of the Week
Arlene Mitchell who led

Norfolk State, 3-0.
Norfolk State has
a current record of 3-2
as they are entering the
Round-Up with a loss to
South Carolina State last
Saturday after winning
a match against North
Carolina A&T.
Bethune-Cookman
College, with a record of 35, is placed seventh in the
MEAC standings.
Florida A&M, South
Carolina State and North
Carolina A&T are the teams
to watch in this year's tournament against Howard.
Howard's first match
will be against hosts South
Carolina State, today at
11 a.m.
The Lady Bison
then take on the BethuneCookman Wildcats later
this evening at 5 p.m.
Tomorrow the Lady
Bison face the Spartans of
Norfolk State, then wrap up
the tournament on Sunday
againsl Florida A&M and
North Carolina A&T.

SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE
SCORES
None

WEEKEND GAMES
Friday
Volleyball vs. South Carolina State
@MEAC Round-Up. 9 a.m.
Volleyball vs. Bethune-Cookman
@MEAC Round-Up, 5 p.m.
Tennis @ Hampton Roads Invite
TBA
Swimming @ North Carolina A& T
3 p.m.
•
Women's Soccer @ Longwood
4 p.m.'
Men's Soccer vs. Philadelphia Univ.
@ Greene Stadium. 7:30 p.m.

,,

Saturday
Football vs. Morgan State
@ Greene Stadium, 1 p.m.
Cross Country @ Univ. of Delaware
TBA

B , nJ

M'S-- ~ntc.r
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Junior Brooke Strode rises above the net to spike the ball In a game at Burr
Gymnasium earlier this season. Howard wlll play five MEAC teams In t iuee days.

Wanna write for The
Hilltop's Sports section?
Come to the budget
meeting at 7p.m. Monday in the West Towers
and pick up a story!

Swimming @ Georgia Southern
TBA
Volleyball vs. Norfolk State
@ MEAC Round-Up, 5 p.m.

I

Sunday
Volleyball vs. Florida A&M
@MEAC Round-Up, 9 a.m.
Volleyball vs. North Carolina A& T
@MEAC Round-Up, 1 p.m

.
Howard Football Team to
Face Morgan State Bears in
Homecoming Showdown
The Howard Bison football team
wlll square off against regional rival
Morgan State from nearby Baltimore
for the 2006 Homecoming football
game.

' I

I

The Bison (1-4 overall, 0-2 In the
MEAC) are coming off a 12-0 loss to
Winston-Salem State on the road last
Saturday. Meanwhile, the Bears (3-3
overall, 2-1 In the MEAC) beat North
Carolina A&T 32-0 last weekend In
Greensboro, N.C.

l

Reading
r:Elie Hilltop
Sports sectio11 will
impress your friends
·qnd vanguish
yollr enemies.*
•

11

Last year, Howard was shut out
by the Bears 7-0 at Morgan State.
Howard will look to take revenge
against their first MEAC opponent In
nearly a month.

1

nn1 of"""· mor,::;arPGS 1.. an.rnm

MEAC Defensive Player of the We ..~ Temi
Omotade (above) leads an Improved
Morgan State defense. Howard wlll look
to counteract with QB Wiii Blanden.

The Bears have won two games In
a row, defeating Bethune-Cookman
and North Carolina A&T by a combined score of 60-14. Additionally,
Morgan State defensive lineman Teml
Omotade earned MEAC Defensive
Player of the Week honors after his
performance last Saturday.

I

l

I'

\

Howard's standout linebacker
Timothy Lockett enters the game
leading the MEAC In tackles with a
total of 50.
The game wlll be televised llve on
WHUT-TV, Channel 32.
Ur, n JvM'\-- \.fn'-.1( l'hulo I dUor
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TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY. ..

•
•

On October 13, 1986, the International
Olympic Committee announced that ·•
baseball is to become an Olyrnpic sport. •
•

•
•
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Cultural Corner: The Kennedy Center
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BY ERIN EVANS

"When you're a student,
the simple fact that it's free
will attract you to it," he said.
"The variety makes it most
appealing, and it depends on
yom· interests."
Ross says iliat the intentions of the Millennium stage.
are to open the widest possible audience to the Kennedy
Center.
"There are no barriers to
entry and due to the variety
of performances, the audience
changes from night to night,"
Ross said.
According to the website,
since its opening on Sept. 8,
1971, tile Center continues its
efforts to fulfill late President
Kennedy's vision by producing
and presenting an unmatched
variety of theater and musicals,
dance and ballet, orchestral,
chamber, jazz, popular, and
folk music and multi-media
performances for all ages.
"I've never been there
before," said junior biology
major Brittany Slaughter. "Just
the fact that it's free entices me
to go, but I'd also have to be
interested in the performance,
meaning I wouldn't just show
up. I'd need to know what I
was going to see."
Advertisements for the
free performances appear in
the Washington Post and the
Washington Post Express.

Hilltop Staff Writer

l'how~ of"'l"ll.t'\,l)b:l'C.k~

Students can take advantage of perfonnances at The Kennedy Center each night, free of charge.
Ranging from comedic perfonnances to concerts, the shows provide for a variety of interests.

Two words ring loud in
the ears of any college student:
free admission.
While there are several
free cultural activities in the
District, not many venues
can claim to have a free event
every night.
However, the John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts has a variety of performances on the
Millennium Stage at 6 p.m.
every night, for free.
As a part of the Performing
Arts for Everyone initiative,
ilie Kennedy Center provides
several music, dance and theater performances to suit any
viewers' interest.
Since the initiatives start
on Mar. 1, 1997, the center
has focused on reaching out
to people who have yet to visit
the Center through free entertainment. In order to build
a common space for performing arts, tile Center presents a
range of shows from Broadway
musicals to local comedic acts.
Garth
Ross,
director of programming for the
Performing Arts for Everyone
initiative, said that by offering a consistent program each
night, it allows anyone to show
up witl1out planning for the
event.

Junior music education
major Randy Woods performed at the Kennedy Center
with the Howard University
Jazz Ensemble last spring for
the Kennedy Center I lonors.
"It was a wort11while experience," Woods said. "As a
young musician, I got a chance
to experience working witll
professionals. We couldn't
make an error."
Woods has also been to
a play at the Center and feels
that students should take
advantage of the opportunity.
"It's a fabulous opportunity to see a great and varied
amount of performances...
Since 1999, the Kennedy
Center has webcasted the performances which are available
through the fully searchable
archive at www.kennedy-center.org.
Other programs "'1thin the
Center include Performance
' Plus, an adult education program where participants can
go backstage, learn new dance
steps and meet the performers. It also offers internships
and fellowships for students in
tlie D.C. area.
The Kennedy Center hosts
approxin1ately 3,000 events
each year for audiences numbering more than two million.

Is Some Fat Worse Than Others?
BY ERIN EVANS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Freshmen will return
home in a couple of months
with some added baggage.
At Christmas break,
relatives and friends remark
on new levels of maturity,
often not just mentally, but
physically. The re1lization
that the freshman 15 is a
reality has finally hit.
Poor nutrition habits
forn1 in college due to hectic lifestyles, lack of time,
money and desire for the
Cafe's cuisine. Fast food,
baked goods and snacks,
which are often incorporated into students' diets
contain trans fats, which
recently have been linked to
heart disease.
A trans fat is formed
when food manufacturers
turn liquid fats in solid fats.
Shortening and hard margarine are two examples of
trans fats. Some trans fats
are found naturally in dairy
products, some meats and
other animal-based foods.
Through a process
called hydrogenation, manufacturers add hydrogen to
vegetable oil which increases the freshness and flavor
of foods that contain trans
fats.
While students frequent

ilie Cafe or the Punchout,
after hours students tend
to munch on candy and
snacks.
"I generally eat whatever I like, without regards to
whether it's healthy or not,"
said freshman economics
major Stephanie Minor.
"I know that I should pay
more attention [to what I
eat] but it's hard, especially
in the college setting."
In
September, the
New York City Health
Department proposed to
phase out trans fats used in
New York restaurants, giving restaurants six months
to switch to oils that use less
than 0.5 grams of trans fats
per serving.
Mostly found in several
fatty, fried foods like doughnuts, cookies, cakes, and
many snack foods, trans fats
are also found in seemingly
harmless foods like crackers and
Saturated fat, trans fat
and dietary cholesterol all
raise tlie low-density lipoprotein (LDL, or "bad"
cholesterol), but it is saturated fats that contribute
to the most significant rise
in blood cholesterol levels,
according to the U.S. Food
and Drug Ad1ninislration
(FDA).

"My family has had a
history of heart proble1ns,
so I pay close attention
to my diet," said sophomore management major
Jennifer Michaels. ··r think
that so1netimes we take
good health for granted,
we should think about the
things we put into our bodies because sometimes they
do more harm than good."
The dilemma with trans
fats is that like saturated fat,
it increases the risk for coronary heart disease (CHO).
Nearly 500,000 people
die each year fro1n CHD and
over i.25 million Americans
arc affected with it, according to the National Hearl,
Lung and Blood Institute
of the National Institutes of
Healtl1.
"I remember raising
money for the Arnerican
Heart Association in elementary school, but as for
paying close attention to it
now, I don't," said sophomore finance major Eric
Niln1an. "As for knowing
about trans fats, I see on
many food products tliat
they claim to have zero
percent. I hardly read food
labels though."
Recently, the FDA
began requiring food manufacturers to provide nutrition labels on all food products. Trans fat information
is available directly under
the total fat listing.
"After the hydrogenation process, it's hard for
us to metabolize and break
down the fats to be digested," said Lori Doebritsch,
clinical nutrition director at George Washington
University.
Doebritsch also said
that trans fats could case
arteries to clog, a main
problem when involved
with CHO. She also advises
students to read nutrition
labels to monitor diet.
"If you're at a restaurant, decrease the amount
of fried foods, just to Jessen
amount of trans fats that
you intake," Doebritsch
said.

~tH>Co Court«) of www.:.n'i"tl"S.tOni

Excessive trans fats In one's diet can cause high cholestorol, heart diease, heart attack and obesity.
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All year long but especially in October, The Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation urges women and men to get mammograms and do monthly self-exams.

Breast Cancer Awareness Month
BY SIMONE STEPHENSON
Contributing Writer

The month of October is
nationally known as Breast
Cancer Awareness Month.
According to the Susan
G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation, an estirnated
211,000 women and nearly
2,000 men will be diagnosed
with breast cancer in 2006.
Of those, an estimated 41,000
will die from the disease.
During October, ilie
Ko men
Foundation
ts
encouraging everyone across
the nation to participate in
the Passionately Pink for the
Cure program. The program
is technically a year-round
awareness event, encouraging people to donate
money toward breast cancer
research, education, screening and treatment, however it
is most recognized during the
month of October. ·
"I donate [to breast cancer research] because I have
family that has cancer," said
sophomore
management
Rachel Elkey. "I have a fund
at my church at home that
works with iliat," she adds.
While many students
donate towards the cause,
few students feel as though
life is in any direct danger
from the disease.
Breast cancer is known
to target 1n iddle-aged to older
women, leaving teens and
many young adults not worried for themselves. Seventyseven percent of women with
breast cancer are over the
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age of 50, leaving 23 percent
under that age, thus falsely
alleviating worries of many
young college-age women
of being struck with the disease.
Associate
professor
of occupational
therapy
Professor Shirley Jackson
comments,
"You
can't
wait until you're over 50.
Prevention, which is what we
here in Allied Health do, [is
just as i1nportant as] helping after." Jackson added, "I
have a personal friend who
died at 35 [from breast cancer]. Young people tliink that
because you're young, you
don't have to be as particular as those who aren't. You
want to put it off, but you
can't do tllat."
According to the "Breast
Cancer Facts" section at
About.com, 96 percent of
women who find and treat
breast cancer in its early stages will recover and be considered cancer-free in 10 years
or less. So why wouldn't one
want to detect it early? Even
if t1rn odds seem to stack up,
it's a simple, quick and easy
test, administered by oneself or a doctor, that could
mean the difference between
life and death for many men
and women.
There are several processes tllat can be used to detect a
possible case of breast cancer. According to the Komen
Foundation,
"ma1nmography" is a technique that uses
X-rays to provide an image

of the breast. These images,
called mammograms, are
used to find potential signs
of breast cancer: like tumors,
small clusters of calcium and
abnormal changes in the
skin.
Overall, mammograph)'
is the best screening tool
available today for breast
cancer. It can find cancer
at an early stage, when it is
small and most responsive to
treatment. A clinical breast
exam, a physical exam performed by physicians, who
physically feel the breasts and
underarms for any changes.
Although many people turn
to the mammogram procedure because it's believed to
be more accurate, the clinical
breast exam should be done
in addition.
Breastselfexamsinvolves
the same process as the clinical breast exam, only it is
done by tile 1nan or woman
themselves. Doctors do not
suggest personal examination
to take the place of a mammogram or clinical breast
exam, but rather more of an
"in-between stages" exam
between scheduled doctor
visits, which should be perfonned by the patient at least
once a month.
The more fami liar a
woman gets witl1 her own
breasts, the easier it will be
for her to detect any changes
that could very well be a sign
of breast cancer.
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Daily SuDoku

HINT: IT HAS TO 00
WITH- A PQOUO Tk'AOITION
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fso' 00 YOU ICNOW
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Directions: Each row, each
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and every _
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t _1_- 9
_ _exactly once.
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OH, I THOUGHT
IT WAS SHOk'T
FOi? 'HIBISCUS'

·T he World ·Must
Know About Howard
Today is Yardfest, which We are privy to a lot at this or an administrator being honhas the highest attendance of university, from Farrakhan ored at the White House aren't
any of this week's events as speaking with students in the just as newsworthy.
proplc come from across the School of Communications
We applaud the alumni
counll) for a taste of Howard last year to Bill Gates making who continue to proclaim the
Homecoming.
a trek across the Yard. And greatness of this place and ask
We welcome you to The although it's business as usual that your love for Howard be
Mecca, ask you to treat our for us, it is a great thing and we expressed through a check
Uni\'ersity as you would your want the world to know.
as well as your presence this
mama's house and,
weekend.
most
importantly,
But even if we
charge you to take the
do have arguably
message of Howard
We, as a University have to do a some of the proudback with you and
est alumni out
better
job
of
inf
orniing
the
pubshare it.
there, we still need
In ::!006, there lic of the great things that go on more money, and
are still black peogood PR is a great
here. Ho11ieco1ning is great, but place to start.
ple \\ho don't knO\\
what an llBCU is and
Just last week,
ju,st
one
of
the
1nany
areas
in
that is a problem.
the AP reported the
There are phenomwhich we excel.
decline of HBCUs
enal things that this
and didn't mention
university does that
Howard at all in the
nobody knows about. Though
Student
organizations article. The story followed a
we arc all taught the ricl1 leg- have to do our part by submit- student who was strongly conacy of this school, we also are ting press releases to University sidering Hampton, but didn't
addinr to that tradition and Communications so they can go because she saw the camthe \\ orld must take note.
get the word out on the great pus and didn't like its facilitil'S
.Just a few weeks ago, things we have going on. And - while the university is conSenator John Kerry came to the Administration must do its sidered one of the best looking
Howard to speak to students. part by taking a more active HBCUs.
We al The Hilltop, as the daily role in informing the world of
So with stories circulating
student voice of this campus, the great things students are of Uie dcrnise of black colleges,
were there but we n1issed see- doing.
it is more important than ever
ing othor news organizations.
In 1990, BET broadcasted that the great things going on
Many of our student orga- the Homecoming Step Show, here be covered in the local
nizations host phenomenal so in 2006 there is no reason and national news. Howard is
C\'Cnts with national speakers why two Fulbright scholars, here. We're going strong. And
and no one knows about it. visits from foreign diplomats the world needs to know.
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday @ 7 P. m.
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Perspective: Community Clean Up
Hello Howard University.
I am writing to give praise and
ndmiration for the everyday
C\'l'nts and interactions that
take place on this campus.
But I come today with a bit
of sadness; sadness on the part
of our efforts as Bison. I am
speaking of the trash that covers the handcrafted streets of
Benjamin Banneker's design.
Transfix your thoughts as
if you were a born and bred
resident of this community.
NO\\ think of this, you are! All
of us. one day, unconsciously accepted the volition to
become lifetime members of
this community by leaving our
indelible footprint in the pavement when we signed a part
of our lives over to Howard.
Were we thinking of this place
as a stepping stone toward a
greater future for ourselves?
r.Iaybe. But wait. How can we
step over into Howard's halls
without first stepping into the
community that Howard was
grounded?
Not only was a contract
signed with Howard, we also

willingly signed contracts with
the residents of Shaw to care
for the neighborhood.
Instead of this communit}
blossoming, it has instead been
transformed into a cul-de-sac
with Howard University students' backs against the wall.
Think back! Before you
signed a contract with Howard
University and the rest of the
Shaw community, you were
a visitor that was welcomed
upon your insignia of the contract. Well guess what fellow
Howardites, we have failed in
fulfilling this nonverbal clause
of the contract and the residents of the community are
fighting back.
As a senior, I have heard
personal accounts of friends
being accosted, physically
abused, robbed, hospitalized,
maimed and sexually assaulted. I thought I was free from
such behavior being exhibited upon my person until my
world came crashed down on
me when I was robbed. The
robbery did not bother me and
I actually laughed afterwards.

It was not until I consciously
realized that the culprits were
children that I broke down
into tears.
Now it is time for us,
as students of The Mecca,
to begin fighting back. I am
charging at least 250 Howard
students to take initiative in
cleaning and maintaining the
Shaw community's tidiness.
Garbage men can only do so
much. I am never the one to
make promises, but I bet that
though this initiative, carried
out by THE REAL HU students, assaults and robberies
against students by local residents of the neighborhood will
decrease.
Can Howard University
please touch and agree that we
will take back our safety and
welfare and pledge to build
strong relationships with residents of this community?

- Robaer Washington,
Senior
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